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Foreword
When Natee first told me he was embarking on this 5 parts body of
works, I looked at him and said, “Great! Let’s do it!” It would be fun to
continue his jest of satire and humorous sarcasm, which has been his
signature in the past decade. I thought of these works as wonderful
tongue-in-cheek pieces to what is happening now, where our
perception of what is right or wrong is so prone to prejudices and
stereotypes.
These paintings capture the raw and deliberate messages and
emotions as they continue to document Natee’s internal conflicts
towards his personal value and the readings of his surrounding.
At a time when real is not real and the not real is now real, It Would
Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower is perhaps a reality check, a time to
maybe re-evaluate the basis of everything that is true to us.
Richard Koh
2017
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It Would Be Silly to Be
Jealous of a Flower
I love painting ﬂowers. I paint ﬂowers every chance I get.
Pictures of ﬂowers ﬁrst appeared in my work back in 1996, when the
Thai art scene was nurturing a fascination for things like installations
or whatever was considered ‘avant-garde.’ So ﬂowers and paintings
of ﬂowers didn’t really get a lot of attention from art critics or people
in the art community at the time. But maybe the fact that ﬂowers
were out of fashion was a good thing. If people had been interested
in them at all, it would have been as a way to separate out “good”
art from “bad.” Flowers would have been a sure way to identify
low-class art, and that’s how my own paintings would have been
judged. So back then, twenty years ago, ﬂowers were risky subject
matter for artists who wanted to get ahead in the professional world
of art. Even when they brought some degree of esthetic pleasure
or value to a work, ﬂowers were seen as a mark of bad taste. They
also made you look stupid, especially if you put them in a vase and
painted them.
Since then ﬂowers have appeared in many of my paintings. So, to
some people I guess, my paintings have often seemed pretty stupid
or worthless. I still remember something a French curator said to
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me after a sculptor friend of mine showed him one of my canvases.
“Oh, so you’re still doing these kinds of paintings?” I remember
my sculptor friend had this embarrassed smile on his face, but he
didn’t say anything. I just smiled, too, since, you know, that’s what
Thai people do. When in doubt, we smile. It doesn’t matter what the
circumstances are. We have this worldwide reputation for smiling.
But let me tell you, I had a lot of other kinds of thoughts and feelings
going on behind that smile.
I have a positive attitude toward ﬂowers. In fact, I’ve never had any
other kind of attitude toward them. I enjoy pictures of ﬂowers no
matter where they appear. I like the ﬂowers in Botticelli’s paintings
as much as I like the ﬂoral motifs in ceramic plates and the ﬂoral
patterns on clothes designed by kenzo. Flowers create a feeling of
warmth. They have an essential vitality, but at the same time, they
are humble things. So it’s hard for me to understand why some
people have this aversion to depictions of ﬂowers in paintings or
other works of art. I can understand why people in countries where
the study of art has always strictly followed the European tradition
tend to take an academic view of art. Europe has this long-standing
system for evaluating art. So paintings of ﬂowers in vases are only
worthy of ﬁrst-year art students or amateur painters who see art as a
distraction from their principal occupation as a dentist. But this way
of thinking seems rather unfair to me.
I’ve also noticed that the subject of ﬂowers is often the start of
these belittling and insulting conversations about taste among
contemporary artists. It’s a fact that’s impossible to deny. Still lifes of
ﬂowers have become a symbol of boring, bourgeois taste. Only the
middle-class, people with a limited knowledge of art, would choose
to decorate their living room with a picture of ﬂowers. So anyone
who expresses too much admiration for paintings of ﬂowers is
bound to be a target of some rather nasty criticism.
During the Renaissance, Europeans believed that a beautiful
painting depended on having a beautiful model. And no matter how
you interpret that sentence, from whatever esthetic perspective you
might choose to take, I stand by my statement as just as true today.
What matters is whether or not we understand what beauty is. I’m
not saying that ﬂowers equate with beauty. Beauty, as they say, is in
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the eye of the beholder. It’s anything we are able to perceive it to
be, free of prejudice, and what we are able to convey. But you have
to have faith in what you believe and not just go along with the idea
that ﬂowers are stupid things. Otherwise, you’re going to end up
having problems not just with ﬂowers in works of art but with ways
of thinking about life.
On the other hand, just because a ﬂower is beautiful doesn’t
guarantee that a painting of that ﬂower is going to be good. Some
ﬂowers are just too beautiful to be properly captured in a painting.
So when it comes to art, beauty is a difﬁcult concept. Unlike what
most people think, it isn’t easy at all. I don’t know when the idea
that beauty means stupidity ﬁrst arose, but it certainly wasn’t any
time before the 20th century. It was probably around the same time
that the notion that beautiful women are brainless came along. It’s
a matter of sour grapes, I suppose. So the more beautiful someone
is, the stupider she must be. If we stop and think for a minute, we’ll
probably ﬁnd that most of the people who think this way lack the
very quality they are so dismissive of.
One time a collector of contemporary art asked me, as a painter, if I
could have a painting by any artist, whose work would it be.
I told him in all honesty that I’d like to have a painting by Henri
Fantin Latour. If I had one of his paintings, I’d hang it on the wall of
my living room so that every time I entered the room, I’d feel happy.
The collector who asked me the question just stood there speechless.
There was a look on his face that I didn’t know how to read. I wasn’t
sure whether my answer had disappointed him or whether he was
simply unfamiliar with Fantin Latour’s work. So to break the silence,
I said, “Fantin Latour had painted pictures of ﬂowers in vases. Surely
you’ve seen some of his work?”
He nodded, but that same look of befuddlement remained on his
face. Then he changed the subject and started talking about video
art and alternative cinema from Iran.
You probably know what I’m trying to get at. To put it simply, not
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only have paintings of ﬂowers become clear indicators of bad art,
they’re indicators of bad painters, and by further extension, they
indicate bad taste in the people who like them. To anyone who tells
me that they don’t like paintings of ﬂowers, I want to make clear
that pictures of ﬂowers aren’t the same thing as ﬂowers, and anyone
who has a negative attitude toward ﬂowers has no business saying
anything about art of any kind.
The same goes for other things that appear in the same kinds
of paintings as ﬂowers, like fruit or bowls and dishes. They have
all suffered the same fate. They’re the subjects of “still lifes for
beginners”. How sad.
We have seen a lot of things over the years. We’ve seen a urinal
hailed as a work of art.
(Even today, I can’t help but think of Duchamp every time I go into
a public toilet in a shopping mall.) We’ve come to accept the used
reminders of some sexual encounter proudly displayed as works of
art. And these are just a few examples of how our deﬁnition of art
has expanded over time. It’s truly amazing. Anything people have
ever thought of or made has found a place under the expanding
umbrella of art.

sensibility that continues to have value because it is grounded in
an understanding of human life as part of an immense network of
connections with other living things that have value and importance
equal to our own.
My paintings are simple. I’ve used simple means to complete them.
There’s nothing between me and the ﬂowers or still lifes in front of
me. We speak directly, face-to-face, in whispers, in an atmosphere
of peace and tranquility.
There’s no notion of progress or regression. There’s no complexity
or subtlety. There’s not even any sense of identity. All there is is
what’s there, what you see and what is being expressed.
And above all else, I’m happy.

Natee Utarit
December 2016

But what interests me isn’t some act of resistance or opposition. I’m
not important enough for that. Just the thought of putting up some
kind of resistance convinces me that I’m not the person for the job.
All I can do is look at things from my own personal point of view.
Things are what they are. They’re the way they have to be. It’s just
that I’m saddened by the fact that so many of the things that remain
from all of the centuries that have come before are now viewed with
such disdain. They’re seen as vulgar. We have become inured to the
beauty of the natural world, which is the well-spring of all art.
There’s nothing new or interesting about ﬂowers. How could there
be? There were ﬂowers on the earth long before the Neanderthals
ﬁrst started painting the walls of caves. So how can paintings of
ﬂowers be anything other than a sign of an artistic sensibility that
contemporary artists have chosen to put behind them? An artistic
12
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No.1
2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
75 x 50 cm (painting); 91.5 x 66 cm (frame)

This painting is called “No.1” because it was the first painting I did. It’s as
simple as that.
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Crimson
2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame
49.3 x 37 cm (painting); 58.8 x 46.2 cm (frame)

In my small garden (really, it would be more accurate to call it my mother’s garden)
there’s a kind of weed with dark red stems and white flowers, like you see in the
painting. In the rainy season, it grows exuberantly, threatening to squeeze out all the
other plants. And after it rains and the air is really humid, the stems are this beautiful
crimson color. In fact, the deep red stems and the little white flowers make this weed
more attractive than many of the plants my mother purposely planted in the garden.
But to her it was a weed, so it always had to be pulled up out of the ground.
After my mother died, I noticed this beautiful plant. I’d never known what it was
called. But I decided not to pull it up and just let it grow instead. It spread and
wrapped itself around the other plants and gave my mother’s well-tended garden
this kind of wild, natural look that really appealed to me. But it was only beautiful
during the rainy season. Once the hot season rolled around, the stems turned the
color of burnt Siena and the flowers turned gray, like an old person’s hair. It shrank
and turned spindly and brittle. Then it just disappeared until the next rainy season. It
was like this for several years but then it just vanished completely. I have no idea why.
Then last December I was strolling through the plant section of the market and I
came across this particular type of weed arranged in a basket. So, I thought, now it’s
something you pay money for to decorate your garden. I asked the person minding
the stall what the plant was called. He told me the name in English – I don’t remember
what it was – but it sounded like it came from a good family so I bought a couple.
Then after I finished painting them, I planted them out along the wall outside the
studio, where they’re waiting for the rains to come.
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Croton
2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame
48.6 x 40 cm (painting); 60.5 x 52.5 cm (frame)

I don’t really have many memories associated with crotons. The only one I do have
dates back to early childhood. My mother and father had pots of crotons along the
walls of the house where I was born. That’s all I remember. Since then, my father died.
My family moved. I started art college. I graduated from university. My mother died.
In the almost forty years that have passed since that early memory, there have been
no other crotons in my life. In fact, if I think about it, it’s like crotons have completely
disappeared from Bangkok. Nobody seems to have crotons anymore. When I was
a boy, crotons were extremely popular. Everybody had them growing around their
house.
The ones at the house where I grew up were planted by my mother’s godfather,
a man named Kyotek. I mentioned him once before in conjunction with a series
of paintings I did about ten years ago. When I saw another croton not long ago, I
couldn’t help but think about the people in my family back when I was young.
Last December, I just happened to buy a croton. I say “happened to buy” because
the plant store didn’t have anything bright or colorful for me to paint. The flowers
were all still just buds, so everything looked green. The only things that had any color
at all were these two crotons. Even then, when I saw them, I was struck by just how
long it had been since I’d seen one. I don’t know whether it’s because shops don’t
sell them anymore or I just never paid any attention. In the end, a croton found its
way into one of my paintings for reasons I still can’t entirely explain.
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Cattleya With Jakapan’s Snake
2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame
58.5 x 44.1 cm (painting); 71 x 56 cm (frame)

There are a lot of snakes around my house, each with its own particular place. They
may have wandered around a bit, but they always seemed to return to the same place.
Snakes aren’t usually vicious animals, but for a number of reasons, people tend to
hate and fear them. If they do become aggressive, it’s often because somebody has
startled them or gotten too close and they are simply trying to defend themselves.
It’s instinctual. But snakes more commonly slither away. Millennia of experience have
probably taught them not to mess with humans unless it’s absolutely necessary.
Near the lotus pond there was this one snake that would curl up in a flower pot
every day in the late morning. It would just lie there basking in the sun. I never really
thought about it until one day when I decided not to go to the studio and worked
from home instead. I took my painting supplies out into the garden and worked on
a picture of a cattleya orchid. When I happened to turn my head, I saw the snake out
of the corner of my eye. It was curled up in the same flower pot, as still as a piece of
sculpture. It was so much like a work of art that it stayed in my memory for more than
twenty years. The sculpture you see in this painting was done by an artist friend of
mine. It looks like a snake in a flower pot. I like it very much.
While I was working on this painting of an orchid, I kept thinking about snakes and
this piece of sculpture.
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Forget Me Not With Artist Palette
2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
48.5 x 38 cm (painting); 58.5 x 48 cm (frame)

Flowers and paintings of flowers aren’t the same thing – even though there is a
connection.
In a still life the flowers are free. They are what they are.
They are brought forth to be a painting. They are not meant to be an image
representing flowers.
Working with an antique frame is similar. It teaches me something about scale. It
offers a different perspective from what I’ve learned from contemporary painting.
A frame is a window.
In past centuries that’s the purpose that frames served. Within the borders of that
rectangular space was an imagined world. It was a world of illusion. It was a world
that hovered halfway between fact and reality, and the space within the frame was a
place of timelessness.
When I started thinking of frames as part of my paintings, it ended up being a lot
harder than I’d imagined. It isn’t easy to work freely without taking into account the
frame that you’ve decided to make part of what your painting is about. Sometimes
the painting turned out exceptionally well, but when I paired it with one of the antique
frames, I had to admit that it just didn’t work. It came across as too calculating. But at
other times, if I didn’t think about the frame at all, things didn’t turn out any better.
Doing things in this kind of reverse order was a tremendous learning experience.
Even if from the outside, the painting looks like an ordinary picture of flowers, to me,
it represents a valuable experience.
It’s something much greater than what it appears to be.
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The Classic
2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame
48.7 x 40 cm (painting); 65 x 56.5 cm (frame)

The way in which a still life is arranged in traditionalist painting is a bit strange to
me. Custom dictates that there have to be three or four things in a flower still life – a
flower or flowers, a vase, a table and a tablecloth.
No matter what kind of flower is the subject, the painting has to contain these basic
elements. There can be an unlimited number of other things as well, but every flower
still life has to feature at least these basic items.
This principle is followed from primary school to university, by amateur painters
and the great masters alike. It is a very simple rule and the most classic of all. It is
undeniably the most inflexible and identifiable rule in the entire history of imagemaking.
I’m not really sure where, when or with whom this custom originated. In the golden
age of Flemish still life painting, artists placed a vase of flowers on a balcony or some
other surface resembling a table.
In earlier centuries, Italian painters were more likely to paint flowers growing in the
ground rather than arranged in a vase. There was usually just enough space to spot
a few flowers somewhere in the picture, like in works done around the time of the
German painter Holbein. In other cases, flowers were a minor decorative element
occupying some corner away from the central subject matter.
But let’s not get carried away. I’m not really all that strong on my history of art. But
whoever it was who founded this tradition – one of the most recognizable traditions
in the history of world art – I would like to offer my praise and admiration here with
this painting.
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Cattleya in a Pot
2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame (German)
48.6 x 40 cm (painting); 68.5 x 59.2 cm (frame)

The cattleya orchid in this painting and the one with the snake in the other painting
are the same flower. Not long after I brought it from home and put it in a pot, the
flower began to wilt and die. It turned a beautiful caramel brown.
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Milady
2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame (American)
72.5 x 46.5 cm (painting); 92.5 x 67 cm (frame)

Something in this flower still life reminds me of Sargent’s Madame X.
“I have a great desire to paint her portrait and have reason to think she would allow
it and is waiting for someone to propose this homage to her beauty. ...you might tell
her that I am a man of prodigious talent”
John Singer Sargent. Madame X 1884.
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Flower No.23
You are what you feel…
Do you have any idea how hard it is today to paint a flower still life? I would suggest
that it’s harder than painting any kind of abstract picture. At least abstract art is
respected in a way that a still life with flowers simply isn’t anymore. Unlike a still life,
an abstract painting, for most viewers today, is “about something.”

When I paint, I struggle with my own thoughts, needs, and desires much more than
I do with things like subject matter, and I am not concerned in the slightest with
outside judgments or values. Those are for other people to concern themselves with.
I’m only concerned with what matters to me.

The difficulty in painting a flower still life is in deciding how and to what extent you
either eliminate the context surrounding you and enter the world between you and
the flowers or bring your own context into some kind of harmony with the flowers
there in front of you.

In Buddhism, plants and flowers are seen as living things without mind, or
consciousness. Simply put, they lack what allows us to register our thoughts, feelings,
memories, and experiences and to express them.

It isn’t just a matter of finding a tablecloth, assembling a variety of items, placing the
flowers somewhere in the composition, and painting.
It isn’t that easy.
There has to be enough there to attract the viewer or to stand in as representative of
what you as an artist want to say.
A lot of people don’t understand what’s so hard about painting flowers, especially
since the end result appears to be so simple and straightforward.
It took three failed attempts before I was able to finish this painting, Flowers
No. 23.

So in fact, the consciousness I sense in a flower is really my own. I imbue the flower
with it and the feelings that arise are reflected back at me.
And so on in a circle.
We like what pleases us, and what we don’t like arouses feelings of envy and hatred,
all of which are simply reflections of ourselves.
This painting, Flowers No.23, is quite straightforward, and I am generally quite
pleased with the end result.
It isn’t “about something.” It’s empty, devoid of feelings. Nevertheless, just below the
surface, the image does reflect something – and that “something” is most likely the
state of my mind.

It’s hard to put into words what it takes to get things the way you know they should
be. The motivations are all internal. There are no external considerations.
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Flower No.23
2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
48.5 x 49 cm (painting); 64.5 x 56.5 cm (frame)
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Twin Orchid Vases on Altar Table.
(Dedicate to Sumon Srisang)
2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
67 x 48 cm (painting); 79.5 x 64.5 cm (frame)

When I was in university, I remember being impressed by one small painting in
particular. I can still see it today even after almost thirty years. It was a painting by one
of my instructors who taught art history back then. It was a picture of an altar table
with all the items needed for Buddhist worship, and it was included in an exhibition of
works by teachers from all the departments in the Faculty. The instructor responsible
for this particular painting was a favorite with students in every year because of his
warmth and humility. He never boasted about his knowledge or skills. I didn’t even
know that he could paint. I remember it was the first and only time that I ever saw
one of his paintings.
It’s funny how some works of art we can look at for just a moment but they remain
imprinted on our memories forever. Other works, though, we can stare at for hours
but they barely register at all.
The painting of the altar table was an unassertive presence on one of the walls of the
gallery. It made for a glaring contrast there amidst all the large contemporary works by
other teachers in the Faculty. It almost didn’t belong. In fact, I felt kind of embarrassed
for it. But the painting itself didn’t seem the least bit bothered. It was quietly present
there among the din of the other works that surrounded it. This modest painting
about local subject matter seemed to be talking to itself without the least concern
for anyone else. It wasn’t the least bit interested in its surroundings. It couldn’t have
cared less about what was in and what was out of style. It was indifferent to any insults
launched its way. It remained true to itself. And that impressed me profoundly. I can’t
say exactly what it was that impressed me. It wasn’t just the honesty and simplicity
of the technique or the subject matter. It was more a matter of something between
the painter and the work. It was a kind of modest awareness of self and a respect for
the truth. And it is this quality that has stuck with me all these years and that I recall
whenever I see the flowers used in worship or an altar table.
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Flower Still Life With Les Paul Classic
2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
67 x 56.5 cm (painting); 84 x 73.5 cm (frame)

The reason that I haven’t gone back to abstract painting is probably that I still feel
that abstract painting alone just isn’t able to explain the complexity of what I see
happening in the world today.
By itself an abstract painting seems divorced from the real world. Abstract painting is
history. It provides a reference point rooted in the past. And it’s a lot of other things
that we use to get away from time in our ordinary lives.
But that’s not what abstraction really is.
I see abstraction in everything around me. It’s in society. It’s in the modern world. It’s
in the messages on the social network. It’s on the street. It’s in a group of protesters.
It’s in the things we say. It’s in everything we see.
A flower still life is not an abstract image but it is an abstraction because it’s the
product of abstract sensations or in some cases, the subject matter contains
something abstract.
If you think that all pictures of flowers are just beautiful things to look at or just a
matter of physical objects, you are entirely mistaken.
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Sunflower
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame
102.5 x 77 cm (painting); 111.5 x 88.5 cm (frame)
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Devil’s Dancing
Let me say this from the outset – I have never liked sunflowers or seen anything
special about them, even though there’s a big field of sunflowers near my house that
the neighbors have planted for people to come and photograph. But I bought some
anyway because most of the flowers at the flower market that evening were flowers
I didn’t like, and the sunflowers were the ones that I disliked the least. So I bought
a bunch and took them back to the studio simply because I didn’t want to go back
empty-handed.
The five sunflowers I bought stayed wrapped in newspaper for two days. I didn’t pay
any attention to them because I was busy fixing problems with a painting of orchids I
was working on. It wasn’t until after I’d finished that painting that I put the sunflowers
in a vase. For the next few days I moved them around from place to place without
ever painting them. My assistant began to feel sorry for them and changed the water
in the vase every day.
I didn’t want to paint sunflowers because their external appearance is too idealized,
and at the same time, they lack the fragility and delicacy I associate with most other
flowers. The contrast in colors is too sharp. Besides, how could any artist surpass
Vincent Van Gogh’s famous paintings of sunflowers? So my sunflowers just sat in the
vase for another few days, the ultimate fate that lay before them clear for everyone
to see.
What I learned was that sunflowers are incredibly tough flowers. They ignored
me every bit as much as I ignored them. Even when the water in the bottom of
the vase completely evaporated, they showed no sign of withering or distress at
their impending death. It wasn’t until January 7 that I began to notice any change.
Suddenly they seemed to call out to me. For the first time I saw little dark spots
beginning to fall from the center of the blooms. The petals were shedding, and the
leaves were drying out and curling up. That’s when I saw their beauty for the very
first time.
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It was the first time I became aware of sunflowers as living things. They had never
seemed alive before. They were more like plastic flowers only simulating life. But
as they began to wither, I became aware of them as living flowers. The sunflowers
began to communicate with me, or perhaps it’s more accurate to say that I began
to communicate with them. The withered leaves and falling petals were signs of the
last stage of life, but I didn’t hear even a whisper of complaint in the messages the
sunflowers communicated to me. In fact, the more I looked at the sunflowers, the
more they seemed to be mocking me in some strange way. The dried-up petals and
curled-up stalks and leaves made the sunflowers look like some kind of monster
or hulking, hunched-over demon that took pleasure in the physical changes that
presaged its demise. The sunflowers were trying to tell me something. They were
telling me that I was no different from most other people, stupidly unaware of life
and the inescapable fact of its transience.
Or maybe they were laughing at all the silly thoughts and suppositions that we
humans surround ourselves with. I have to admit that there for a moment, I started to
feel afraid of the sunflowers. I was afraid of their laughter and the hulking monstrous
shapes they made. The withered leaves were like claws clutching our most closelyheld secrets. It was as though they could read my mind. They could see my fears and
all the thoughts I had about them. I did my best to resist these feelings.
In the end, the flowers withered very quickly, starting on the day I began to paint
them. The next day they were completely dead. I was reminded of Bowie’s song
“Lazarus.”
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Devil’s Dancing

Devil’s Dancing

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (Italian)
28 x 40 cm (painting); 43 x 55 cm (frame)
1/2

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (Italian)
28 x 40 cm (painting); 43 x 55 cm (frame)
2/2
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Chrysanthemum
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (Italian)
36.5 x 31.5 cm (painting); 56 x 50 cm (frame)

1 p.m. January 10, 2017
Strange weather.
I was listening to Bill Evans’s instrumental version of “Danny Boy” on YouTube as I
painted this flower.
There was something I had never noticed before. Maybe it was just that I’d been
wrapped up in painting flowers for a while so I became aware of it. What I noticed
was smell.
Flowers have a smell. Whether that smell is pleasant or even undetectable, all flowers
have a smell. The buds have a smell. The stalks have a smell. The leaves have a smell.
Every part of a flower has a smell. It is part of what identifies a flower in the same way
that our attitudes and words identify us.
Smell is one of our senses. Smell can evoke images. It can connect us to other
things just as vision can. Smell can communicate delicacy and fragility to me. It can
communicate sickness and a flower’s impending death. I could never truly perceive
a flower without my sense of smell.
The smell of flowers pervades my studio.
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A Banker in Room No.3
Everywhere I go, I notice decorative flowers and plants. In offices, in conference
rooms, in living rooms, even in bathrooms – there are plants everywhere. Whether
they’ve been put there deliberately, lovingly, or just haphazardly, whether they’re
real or artificial, there have to be plants.
And I’ve also noticed that these plants reflect the identity of the places where they’re
found, or at least, they hint at how we “should” feel about these places.
One afternoon in early January, I was sitting in a bank office taking care of some
financial business. It was marked Office No. 3, and as I sat waiting for the bank officer
to arrive, I turned my attention to all the fancy things around me. There was the smell
of new furniture and the interior décor. The room measured about 15 sq.m., and
everything was orderly and sedate in a rather cold and formal way. It made the living
thing in the room (me!) feel strangely out of place.
In fact, I wasn’t the only living thing in that room. There was a plant of some sort, but
for some odd reason, it didn’t really register as a plant at first. It looked more like
another piece of furniture. But after I’d been in the office looking around by myself
for a while, I began to have the impression that it really was a plant.
It had thick, rubbery leaves. It was hardly a friendly-looking plant. It stood in the
corner of the office next to a plate-glass window. On the other side of the glass
was a lovely view of tall buildings and a bright blue body of water. Anyone sitting
in this office would have paid scant attention to the poor plant in the corner. But
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even so, it was a necessary part of this sleek, impersonal space. It stood completely
silent, seemingly unaffected by changes in temperature, and that’s when I became
interested in painting it. I especially wanted to paint it in this environment, in this
office, but who would allow me to drag my easel and all my painting equipment into
the bank and work here? The best I could was take out my phone and snap a photo
and remember.
I sat and tried to commit to memory everything I could about the plant, the office,
the feelings, the smells, the sound of the air-conditioner, and the shapes, positions,
character, and even the play of light and shadow on those stiff, rubbery leaves.
It was the perfect plant for this space. For a minute, I began to wonder whether it was
possible that the plant had even, through some kind of magical osmosis, absorbed
the character of the place and the people who worked there and become one with
them. But then, on second thought, I decided that was unlikely. After all, the plants
at my house were nothing like me. They were what they were and what they were
meant to be. So I rejected my earlier suspicion.
When the bank officer entered the room, she sat on the same side as the plant,
facing me. And at that moment, I was convinced that the plant was indeed very much
like her.
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A Banker in Room No.3
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (Italian)
102.5 x 76.5 cm (painting); 116 x 90 cm (frame)
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White Orchid at 7:30 pm.
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
48.5 x 40.5 cm (painting); 64.5 x 56.5 cm (frame)

I painted this picture after dark, which is not when I usually work. But something that
caught my eye for just an instant as I was about to turn off the lights in the studio and
head home stopped me. This one white orchid looked completely different from the
way it had looked during the daytime.
This particular orchid had been hanging in the studio for a long time. It was put there
by a well-meaning assistant who thought I might be interested in painting a white
orchid, but in all the time that the flower hung there, I’d never once thought about
painting it. In the daytime it had always struck me as hard and lifeless in the way that
orchids generally are. The flowers had this dull velour look about them that seemed
to suck up all the ambient light, leaving everything around them looking inexplicably
arid and empty. But at night the white petals became dishes reflecting back the light
from the overhead lightbulbs. And as a result, everything around had this strange
kind of glow.
I’m not usually very fond of harsh, white fluorescent lighting. The starkness always
reminds me of a hospital or a 7-Eleven.
In the studio I have two of these lightbulbs illuminating the area where I work. I
don’t normally turn them on because I prefer working in the mornings when there is
sufficient natural light. The only exceptions are when it’s dark and cloudy like during
the rainy season and at the end of the year when it gets dark especially early.
I decided to paint this picture of a white orchid at night when I noticed light reflecting
off the petals.
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The Lucky Bamboo
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
94 x 75 cm (painting); 115 x 96 cm (frame)

I don’t know the slightest thing about flower arranging. In fact, it would be more
precise to say that I know virtually nothing about how to arrange flowers and other
objects for a still life. Not many of the works in this exhibition were painted from
deliberate arrangements. Occasionally I managed to come up with something that
worked well enough to serve as the basis for a still life. Otherwise, everything was a
matter of chance.
That’s just how things were placed to begin with. I put them there without any real
design. It was mostly accidental.
I’m good at seeing when things work. Sometimes I have to be patient. But if I’m sure
that I’ve spotted something that will eventually reveal some extraordinary quality in
the future, I can wait. It may be for only a short time, or it may take years.
Mind is a strange thing. It’s always busy gathering information a little bit at a time.
Then it gradually puts these bits and pieces together into some kind of meaningful
pattern. An image that seemed meaningless in the beginning ends up being an
image full of answers to the questions I’ve been mulling over. These things don’t
even have to move. They can stay where they’ve always been, but my thoughts about
these things are always changing.
The “lucky bamboo” in this painting was stuck in a vase on December 28, 2016.
I didn’t get around to painting it until the night of January 19, 2017.
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Strawberry Tree and Statice Flower
in Artist Studio
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
49.5 x 37 cm (painting); 68.5 x 56 cm (frame)

I bought a strawberry plant from the produce section of a supermarket. I bought it
because it was unusual and because I hoped it might bear some nice, red, juicy fruit.
The strawberry plant looked fresh and lovely in the air-conditioned room. I put it on
a low, moveable coffee table along with some purple statice flowers and painted
them on January 20.
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It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower...
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
46.5 x 72 cm (painting); 62.5 x 88 cm (frame)

Flowers don’t have much time. Even in a pot or cut and placed in a vase, time is
important to flowers. In fact, time is important to all living things. For people, it may
even be the most valuable thing of all.
Our lives move in time to time – every minute, every second.
Some shortsighted people might not even be aware of the reality of time. They don’t
realize how short life is. They live as if they had hundreds of years of life ahead of
them.
If we were to stop and look around for just a moment, we would see the reality of all
living things. And if we thought about this reality, we wouldn’t waste our time on so
many stupid and pointless things.
We wouldn’t waste our time on anger. We wouldn’t waste it on jealousy or envy. We
wouldn’t waste it on vanity and conceit.
Flowers are beautiful, and we are unconsciously jealous of their beauty, forgetting
that beauty is a transient thing. It is subject to the changes brought about by time.
True beauty for those who look beneath the surface of things is in change. It is
perfect beauty present in every phase of life.
These are simple thoughts, so simple in fact that it seems unnecessary to repeat
them.
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Flower Still Life in C Major 7
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (Italian)
38.5 x 26 cm (painting); 50 x 36.7 cm (frame)
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Flower Still Life in C Major
I sent a picture of this painting to Richard on the morning of February 28, right after
I’d finished it.
Richard, who was on business in New York, sent back a short message that began,
“Happy…”
I was really surprised by that word. I don’t think I had ever heard anyone use that
word in conjunction with my work for a long time – I mean for ages (if ever – it’s been
so long I’m not even sure anymore).
Actually I’ve tried to capture that kind of feeling in many of the paintings I’ve done
over the years but most of the time I’ve been wrapped up in the kinds of images
you’ve seen in the last three or four years. You know, things like skeletons and corpses
of dead animals, scary things like that. In fact I’ve gotten really familiar with what
most people would find terrifying or disgusting. Richard had even started worrying
about my mental health. He kept asking me if I was all right. He kept making all these
suggestions, and after a while, I started to wonder myself if there was something
seriously wrong with me. But I decided otherwise. I mean, the whole time I was
working with those kinds of images, I loved it to death!

Coming back to these flower paintings, I want to say that this was the first painting I
did without any worries whatsoever. I didn’t even have any kind of message I wanted
to express. I wasn’t out to explore the why or how of anything, like I normally do. I
wasn’t even planning to paint the flowers that ended up in this picture. The flowers
I intended to paint were in another corner of the studio. It’s like you were making a
movie and you’re all set up to film a key scene with the lead actors. They’re waiting
right there for their cue. But then you suddenly turn the camera around, change the
script, grab a bunch of extras and start shooting them instead. It was just like that.
I do this a lot when I’m painting. But in this case one of the reasons for making the
sudden change was that I became aware of this sound of happiness and vitality free
from all pretenses that resonated from this random collection of vases and flowers. It
was a perspective and a sensibility that I hadn’t sought to convey in this mode for a
very long time. I don’t whether I like this painting or not. I don’t know how to evaluate
my feelings. I guess I’m just not used to these feelings…but I feel fine.

Flower Still Life in C Major
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
79 x 62.5 cm (painting); 100 x83 cm (frame)
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Mokara Orchids
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (English)
46.5 x 68 cm (painting); 71.5 x 93 cm (frame)

There’s practically nothing new about this latest series of mine. Everything’s old –
so old in fact that it’s possible to forget that this kind of process even exists in art.
Everything is what it is, a consideration of external objects as perceived through
vision.
Imperfection is an old idea – even older than the notion of perfection.
In art, perfection isn’t always a matter of whether a work is “completed” or not. In my
view, it’s more a question of whether a particular work answers the questions that the
artist has posed in just the right number of words.
Back when I was teaching in university, I often told the students in my Visual Arts class,
“You guys have no way of knowing whether, when you’re working on a particular
piece, you’ve already passed the moment when the painting says everything it
needs to say. Paintings are easy to start but hard as hell to know when to quit.”
Even today, people keep asking me how I know when one of my paintings is finished.
How do I decide? How do I know that I shouldn’t add or edit something out? In short,
how do I know when to put down the brush?
It surprises me, though, that I’ve never asked myself these questions. I just know
when a painting is done. It’s like eating. I know when I’m full so I stop. Or like knowing
when to take a break after I’ve been working hard on something. I know when to rest.
For me, it’s a learning process – a matter of understanding the basic nature of things.
I’ve done paintings where I’ve felt I surpassed the point where I should have stopped,
and it upsets me. Painting isn’t like Photoshop where you can simply press Control
Z and erase all the mistakes you’ve made. I’ve learned through the experience of
seeing. It’s like learning that if I keep working when my body needs to rest, I risk
injuring myself or making myself sick. It’s simple. There’s nothing complicated about
it.
Back when I was teaching, I told students that being mindful would let them
know when they had finished a particular work. Being mindful would give
you the control to put down the brush when you’ve achieved your goal. And
if you don’t find this control, it means you didn’t have any clear goals when you
began painting. Or even worse, it may mean that you weren’t mindful while you
were working.
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IKEA Flower With Red Aloe
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (France)
61.5 x 78.5 cm (painting); 83 x 100 cm (frame)
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IKEA Flower With Red Aloe
Lately I’ve become an accidental collector of strange plants and flowers. I have
several different kinds of aloe, for instance, and a lot of old cactuses that I dug
up from my mother’s garden after she died. I started buying other strange plants
because their strangeness held a kind of promise. They were like the odd bits and
bobs I used to buy at flea markets around Europe. I’d take them home thinking that
I’d paint them, but by the time it seemed right to start, years had passed and I wasn’t
excited about them anymore, and in the end they just sat there taking up space.
I started buying plants like these back when the hipster craze in Bangkok was dying
down. Buying cactuses and other kinds of spiky, thorny plants and taking them
home wasn’t cool anymore. I have no idea why cactuses figured in these amateur
flower shows organized by hipsters in Bangkok (and elsewhere?). Eating salad,
riding pastel-colored bikes, wearing panama hats, or even striking these stiff artificial
poses for photographs, with everybody looking off in different directions, the kind
you used to see in kinfolk magazine – people my age tried to understand the appeal,
even though it was in direct contrast with real life in Bangkok. Now the craze has
pretty much ended and no one is interested, but I still know what it was about.
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I grew up listening to music from the 80s – bands like Duran Duran, Style Council,
that kind of thing. But I always tell people that I grew up listening to 70s rock because
I like Pink Floyd a lot better. Most people don’t believe me, though. I was talking
about this with Dr. Steve Wong over a meal one night in Manila. Steve insisted that I
was a member of the dance music generation. His generation was the Rolling Stones
and Led Zeppelin. All I could do was sit there helplessly, seething with jealousy. You
see, I hate dance music no matter what the era. I’d never seen such a near-perfect
conflation of objects and behaviors like with the hipsters three or four years ago.
They had their own vehicle. They had their own food. They had their own plants.
They had their own magazines, their own clothes, their own restaurants, their own
way of thinking and even their own medium of self-representation. It was something
that really amazed people like me from the Duran Duran generation (all right,
I admit it).
The flowers in this painting are artificial flowers I bought at IKEA and the beautiful
red aloe came from a hipster plant store that had to close down because of a lack
of customers.
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Aloe
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (Italian)
34 x 44 cm (painting); 42 x 52 cm (frame)
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Roses
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame
33 x 47 cm (painting); 57 x 70.5 cm (frame)

Roses are the hardest flower to paint. I have never seen anyone paint roses better
than Henri Fantin-Latour. A faint scent of roses emanates from his paintings, even just
thinking about them.
I don’t like the shape of roses. There are too many myths about roses. But roses
have a scent that vanquishes everything. My mother loved the smell of roses and
everything that’s rose-scented, like soap, lotion, and powder. The whole house
where I grew up had such a pervasive smell of roses that my olfactory nerve has
been dulled to the scent to the present day.
In the old days when patterned wallpaper was all the rage, my mother spent hours
looking for rose-patterned wallpaper to hang even though we lived in a wooden
house. What she found was a pattern with real English roses, luxurious bunches of
pale-colored blooms like the ones I’ve painted here.
Both image and scent…
You can probably imagine the connection I have with roses (not that roses have with
me!).
In brief, I don’t like roses, but I mean just the flowers. I do like Guns N’ Roses and
especially The Stone Roses.
Painting a flower that I don’t like is a challenge.
But painting a portrait of someone we don’t like is another matter altogether.
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Flowers With Ant and Butterfly in the Kitchen
In my view, the flower still lifes painted by the Flemish artists of the 16th and 17th
centuries are the very best such still lifes anyone has ever produced. These Flemish
depictions of flowers are full of detail and absolutely bursting with blooms, so much
so that it’s impossible to describe in words.
Painting pictures of flowers like this is no easy matter. Just arranging the flowers in
such a way that they create an interesting angle or perspective is hard enough. I’ve
tried and failed I can’t tell you how many times! And this is despite the fact that artists
today have access to all sorts of technology designed to resolve problems like the
ones that still lifes with flowers present. In fact, though, technology can only solve the
external problems. What exists at the level of the mind is much more important. It’s
a matter of the internal worldview that one has to feel and experience for oneself in
order to understand.
One time I took a Flemish painting of flowers to a fancy florist shop in Bangkok and
asked the owner to make up an arrangement like the one in the painting. In the end
it was a failure. The owner of the shop told me that she couldn’t locate the same
kinds of flowers as in the picture and if she tried, it would be an enormous waste
of time. (Of course, it’s was my fault. I should have known that most of the florists in
Bangkok only make up three or four different kinds of arrangements. One you take
to sick people in the hospital. One you give to new graduates. Another to mark the
opening of a new business. And funeral wreaths.)
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I have great admiration for the work of Abraham Mignon, Rachel Ruysch, Jan Davidz
de Heem, and many other artists whose names I can’t recall right now. Whenever you
go to an art museum in Europe, or even to the Louvre, what you find is that most of
these amazingly beautiful paintings are displayed in some dark and dusty corridor
where visitors rarely go. Unless you happen to luck out and actually get a chance
to see them, these gorgeous still lifes just can’t compete with all the depictions of
mythological creatures and grand historical tableaux. But then again, this has long
been the fate of paintings of flowers. For a long time now they’ve been seen as little
more than decoration – a kind of “eye candy.” They’re nothing more than beautiful
images, held in far less esteem than they really deserve.
I remember the last time I stood in this narrow corridor between larger galleries
looking intently at Abraham Mignon’s “A Crystal Vase Standing on a Stone Pedestal
with a Dragonfly” (what a name!). I stood there for what felt like hours. I bought a
postcard of it and a fridge magnet.
To me, it is a truly amazing work of art.
My own painting is dedicated to the majesty of Mignon’s painting. It is a sign of my
respect for it.
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Flowers With Ant and Butterfly in the Kitchen
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
75 x 58.5 cm (painting); 97 x 80 cm (frame)
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Lily Flowers
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (Italian)
65.5 x 88.5 cm (painting); 80 x 103 cm (frame)
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Lily Flowers
I walked over to a florist’s not far from my studio to buy some lilies. Every flower shop
has to have lilies. In Bangkok people give lilies on every occasion imaginable. At
weddings. At graduations. At the opening of a new store. I remember seeing lilies
in a painting by Ben Shahn when I was studying art history about thirty years ago.
Shahn had painted lilies next to a coffin. It was quite a lovely painting.
As I was walking back to the studio, I got this strange feeling about the flowers I was
carrying in my hand. For most people flowers aren’t really a part of their everyday
lives. About half of the people I knew who walked by asked me why I’d bought
flowers.
That’s it. If I hadn’t been planning to paint flowers, I probably wouldn’t have bought
them. In the course of a year, I can count the number of times I go to a flower shop
on one hand. If it’s not to buy a funeral wreath, it’s to buy a bouquet to congratulate
someone for something. And every time I go, I spend so little time in the shop that I
wonder why I even bothered to come myself. Thinking about it, I realized that on the
list of necessities in my life, flowers are pretty much near the bottom (it’s the same
for most other people, too). In comparison, I’d rank my iPhone as the second most
important thing I own.

I don’t very often see people use flowers for the purpose for which they
were intended. Not many people buy flowers just to look at, like you’d buy a
book to read.
Of course, at most shopping centers there are shops selling flowers for people to
look at. But they’re there for people to look at as they walk past on their way to
somewhere else. That’s not the kind of looking I mean.
Experience is a major objective of art. When we talk about experience in relation
to art, we are usually looking ahead to something we’ve never seen or felt before.
So from this perspective, most people would think that the kind of experience that
a painting of flowers provides is pretty lame. But in actual fact, these same people
might not have ever had even the slightest experience of flowers or of paintings of
flowers. How many people do you think these days actually take time out of their
busy schedules to admire a flower? How many people have ever actually looked
carefully at how a flower is constructed? How many people these days buy flowers to
take home and put in a vase just for esthetic reasons like people used to do?
That kind of thing has become downright silly.

It seems to me that for most people, flowers are clearly linked to certain times or
occasions but their function isn’t really very clearly defined. Whether it’s a wreath or
a bouquet, the flowers are an expression of courtesy or good wishes, gladness or
sorrow depending on the social circumstances.
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Lily Flowers
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (Danish)
58 x 87.5 cm (painting); 68 x 97.5 cm (frame)
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Portrait of a Flower
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
33 x 25 cm (painting); 51.5 x 43 cm (frame)

I’ve always found it easier to paint portraits than flowers.
I know a lot of people would disagree. They’d say it’s easier to paint flowers because
if you make a few mistakes, you’re unlikely to arouse much of a reaction.
In the salons of France, still life painting is a subject for beginning painters, whereas
portrait painting is a subject for more advanced students of art. But in actual practice,
I’ve always found the opposite to be true.
To put it simply, I think it’s just that we’re more familiar with portraits than with
pictures of flowers. We can connect with the feelings conveyed in a portrait. Most
importantly, portraits of people have eyes capable of expressing emotions, but I
doubt that anyone can understand the feelings of flowers by looking at their pistils
or stamens. This makes it more difficult to create a process of communication.
Communicating with something without a consciousness, or mind, like a flower is
like talking to ourselves. When we paint a flower, it’s like we’re painting a self-portrait.
What we might think or feel about that thing may not be what it is. It is a dialogue of
silence and only the two interlocutors can understand their own meanings.
I’ve been thinking about the paintings of flowers by many artists throughout history.
Painting flowers isn’t a matter of acquiring technical expertise through practice.
Have you ever seen the flowers painted by Piet Mondrian? They are more “flower”
than any flower has ever been. It’s little wonder that he was such a master of
abstract forms.
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Lotuses
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
48 x 58 cm (painting); 64 x 74 cm (frame) each, dimensions variable
Set of six

I painted my first flower still life in 1996, although to be perfectly accurate, what I
painted were lotus buds – dried, dark buds in a glass. In the years after, I painted a
number of similar canvases. My mother loved lotuses (but maybe not quite as much
as she loved roses!), and at my house, there are several pots of lotus flowers.

my pictures of lotus flowers either. It wasn’t until I got to university that I saw these
flowers in works of art. Many of the instructors there worked with images of lotus
flowers. The instructors of my instructors had painted lotus flowers, too. There were
pictures of lotuses in a vase and even whole ponds filled with lotuses in bloom.

The kind of lotus that my mother grew is called the “sacred lotus.” It’s the lotus we
usually see in everything identified with Thai culture. It’s in pictures on the walls of
Thai restaurants and Thai massage spas. It’s not uncommon to see this lotus on the
business cards for these kinds of establishments.

I thought of lotus flowers again when I’d run out of other kinds of flowers to paint.
But I was hesitant to paint them. I kept putting it off – maybe because I was afraid
of all the historical and mythological weight the flowers had accumulated over the
centuries. In fact, I had played a small part in the accumulation of this baggage myself
since I’d painted quite a number of pictures of lotus flowers back in the 1990s.

Lotus flowers have an important place in many of the cultures of Asia.
They are symbols of the Lord Buddha and Buddhist concepts like non-attachment.
Even in Brahmanism and Hinduism lotuses are associated with the birth of the
panoply of gods. Lotus flowers have so many different symbolic meanings that
it’s impossible to name them all. Whether because of its form, or the manner or
environment in which it grows, the lotus has acquired more meanings than any other
flower I can think of.
Today the lotus has been replaced as the ultimate symbol of Thai culture. For foreign
visitors to the country, this has been the case for some time now. Take a stroll through
one of the night bazaars in a tourist spot like Chiang Mai or Phuket, and you won’t
see many images of lotuses on the T-shirts or other souvenirs they sell there. (You
can still find images of the Buddha’s face in semi-profile or pictures of elephants in
various poses – although these are fading, too.) The new champs of Thai identity are
muay Thai boxing trunks in every color of the rainbow and foot massage parlors.
It’s the same for paintings of lotus flowers. More people paint pictures of lotuses than
any other kind of flower (roses probably come in a close second). I’ve been familiar
with paintings of lotuses ever since I was in art college. One of the instructors would
bring a bunch of lotus buds for us to draw because they were always available and
they didn’t cost much money. I was never very interested in painting them, though,
these boring cone-shaped flowers. And I never got a very good score for any of
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Lotuses are hard flowers to paint. It’s hard to decide how to paint them so that the
right kind of character comes through. They’re not as stiff and rigid as sunflowers.
But there are a lot of other flowers that are more delicate. I bought three new pots
of lotus flowers – the same kind that grew in Monet’s garden at Giverny. They were a
beautiful shade of purple, but after some time, worms ate the leaves and the blooms
and I still hadn’t painted them. Then I went out and bought three bunches of sacred
lotus flowers. I left them sitting in a container of water until they turned black and
brittle. I guess I don’t have to tell you that my first few attempts at painting lotus
flowers were pretty much a bust.
Over the past couple of months Richard kept asking me how my painting of lotus
flowers was getting along. I didn’t know what to say so I kept dodging his question.
He probably remembered how on one of his last visits to the studio, I’d had a large
variety of flowers including three pots of lotus flowers.
But in the end, I finally managed to finish the painting. Several paintings, in fact.
And I’m quite happy with them. Maybe I like them because they’re not the same
lotus flowers that had made me so apprehensive. They look like people with their
good sides and their bad sides, their strengths and their weaknesses. They have a
logical side and a frivolous, nonsensical one. They are earnest but at the same time
relaxed. And maybe that’s the character I was hoping to capture.
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It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower
18 May - 8 June 2017
Richard Koh Fine Art
229 Jalan Maarof, Bukit Bandaraya,
Bangsar, 59100 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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Oil on canvas with antique frame
(French)
67 x 56.5 cm (painting);
84 x 73.5 cm (frame)
Private collection
EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of
a Flower, Richard Koh Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 39

Cattleya with Jakapan’s
Snake
2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame
58.5 x 44.1 cm (painting);
71 x 56 cm (frame)
Private collection
EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017
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page 23

Milady

Sunflower

2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame (American)
72.5 x 46.5 cm (painting);
92.5 x 67 cm (frame)
Artist collection

2016
Oil on canvas with antique frame
102.5 x 77 cm (painting);
111.5 x 88.5 cm (frame)
Private collection

page 31

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of
a Flower, Richard Koh Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 41
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Devil’s Dancing

The Lucky Bamboo

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame
(Italian)
28 x 40 cm (painting);
43 x 55 cm (frame) each, set of 2
Private collection

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
94 x 75 cm (painting);
115 x 96 cm (frame)
Private collection

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 56

page 44 & 45

Flower Still Life in C
Major
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame
(French)
79 x 62.5 cm (painting);
100 x83 cm (frame)
Private collection
EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of
a Flower, Richard Koh Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, 2017
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Chrysanthemum
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (Italian)
36.5 x 31.5 cm (painting);
56 x 50 cm (frame)
Private collection
EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 49

Strawberry Tree and Statice
Flower in Artist Studio
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
49.5 x 37 cm (painting);
68.5 x 56 cm (frame)
Private collection
EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 59

A Banker in Room No.3
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (Italian)
102.5 x 76.5 cm (painting);
116 x 90 cm (frame)
Private collection
EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017
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Mokara Orchids
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame
(English)
46.5 x 68 cm (painting);
71.5 x 93 cm (frame)
Private collection
EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of
a Flower, Richard Koh Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, 2017
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It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous
of a Flower...

IKEA Flower With Red
Aloe

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
46.5 x 72 cm (painting);
62.5 x 88 cm (frame)
Private collection

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame
(French)
61.5 x 78.5 cm (painting);
83 x 100 cm (frame)
Private collection

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 61

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of
a Flower, Richard Koh Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 72

White Orchid at 7:30 pm.
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
48.5 x 40.5 cm (painting);
64.5 x 56.5 cm (frame)
Private collection
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Flower Still Life in C Major 7

Aloe

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (Italian)
38.5 x 26 cm (painting);
50 x 36.7 cm (frame)
Private collection

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame
(Italian)
34 x 44 cm (painting);
42 x 52 cm (frame)
Private collection

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017

page 55

page 64

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of
a Flower, Richard Koh Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 77
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Roses

Portrait of a Flower

Lotus

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame
33 x 47 cm (painting);
57 x 70.5 cm (frame)
Private collection

2017
Oil on canvas withantique frame (French)
33 x 25 cm (painting);
51.5 x 43 cm (frame)
Private collection

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame
(French)
47.5 x 58 cm (painting);
64 x 73.5 cm (frame)
4/6
Private collection

page 79

page 91

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of
a Flower, Richard Koh Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 94

Flowers With Ant and Butterfly
in the Kitchen
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
75 x 58.5 cm (painting);
97 x 80 cm (frame)
Private collection
EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 83

Lotus

Lotus

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
57.5 x 48 cm (painting);
73 x 64 cm (frame)
1/6
Private collection

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame
(French)
58 x 49 cm (painting);
74 x 65 cm (frame)
5/6
Private collection

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 94

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of
a Flower, Richard Koh Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 94

Lily Flowers

Lotus

Lotus

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (Italian)
65.5 x 88.5 cm (painting);
80 x 103 cm (frame)
Artist collection

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
48 x 57.5 cm (painting);
64 x 73 cm (frame)
2/6
Private collection

2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame
(French)
48.5 x 58 cm (painting);
64 x 73 cm (frame)
6/6
Private collection
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EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 94

EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of
a Flower, Richard Koh Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 94

Lily Flowers
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (Danish)
58 x 87.5 cm (painting);
68 x 97.5 cm (frame)
Private collection
EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 88
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Lotus
2017
Oil on canvas with antique frame (French)
57.5 x 48 cm (painting);
73 x 63.5 cm (frame)
3/6
Private collection
EXHIBITED
It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, 2017
page 94
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Natee Utarit
Natee Utarit (b. 1970, Bangkok) studied at the
College of Fine Art in 1987 and graduated in Graphic
Arts at the Painting and Sculpture Faculty at
Silpakorn University, both in Bangkok, Thailand in
1991. Solo exhibitions include Optimism Is Ridiculous:
The Altarpieces, Ayala Museum, Manila, Philippines
(2017) Illustration of the Crisis, Bangkok University
Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand (2013), After Painting,
Singapore Art Museum, Singapore (2010) and The
Amusement of Dreams, Hope and Perfection, Art Center of
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand (2007).
Recent group exhibitions include Thai Eye, BACC,
Bangkok, Thailand and Saatchi Gallery, London, UK
(2016/2015), Art of ASEAN, Bank Negara Museum
and Gallery, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (2015), Time of
Others, Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo, Tokyo,
Japan (2015) and Asian Art Biennale 2013: Everyday
Life, National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, Taipei,
Taiwan (2013).
His work is part of many renowned collections,
such the Bangkok University, Bangkok, Queensland
Art Gallery and Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane,
Singapore Art Museum, Singapore, as well as private
collections in Europe and Asia.
Utarit’s multifaceted practice focuses on the
exploration of the medium of painting connecting
it with photography and classical Western art. Light
and perspective are some of the elements the artist
chose to work with, focusing on painting as a means
to explore image making. His complex pictures,
juggle wide-ranging metaphors usually in the format
of the traditional still life, allude to Thailand’s current
social and political landscapes.
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Natee Utarit

Negotiating Home, History and Nation: Two decades of
Contemporary Art in Southeast Asia 1991 - 2011,
Singapore Art Museum, Singapore

Education

Painting with Pure Reason,Numthong Gallery, Bangkok,
Thailand

1987	College of Fine Art, Bangkok, Thailand
1991	BFA Graphic Art, The Faculty of
Painting, Sculpture and Graphical Arts,
Silpakorn University, Bangkok, Thailand

It Would Be Silly to Be Jealous of a Flower,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Optimism is Ridiculous: The Altarpieces, Ayala Museum,
Manila, Philippines

2016

Samlee & Co., The Absolutely Fabulous Show,
Art Stage Jakarta, Jakarta, Indonesia

2001

1999

	
Internal Landscape, Art Forum, Singapore
Appearance and Reality, Numthong Gallery, Bangkok,
Thailand
1998	
Internal Landscape, Numthong Gallery, Bangkok,
Thailand

Optimism is Ridiculous, Richard Koh Fine Art, Singapore

1997

Mother Figure, Numthong Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand

Optimism is Ridiculous, Richard Koh Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

1995

Drawing and Watercolors, British Council Gallery,
Bangkok, Thailand

Illustration of the Crisis, Bangkok University Gallery,
Bangkok, Thailand

1994

Bourgeois Dilemma, Finale Art File, Philippines

Selected Group Exhibitions
2016

Illustration of The Crisis, Art Season Gallery,
Zurich, Switzerland
2010	After Painting, Natee Utarit’s survey
exhibition, works from 1992 – 2008,
Singapore Art museum, Singapore

2015

 he Amusement of Dreams, Hope and Perfection,
T
The Art Center , Center of Academic Resources,
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand
The Amusement of Dreams, Hope and Perfection,
Numthong Gallery , Bangkok, Thailand

2006

The Fragment and the Sublime, Valentine Willie Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

	
Kyotek Sae-Wu’s 12 photographs during 1969-1973,
Numthong Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand
2005	
New Works, The Art Gallery of the faculty of Painting,
Sculpture and Graphic Arts, Silpakorn University,
Bangkok, Thailand	
Ballad for Khrua Inkong, Chiang Mai University Art
Museum, Chiang Mai, Thailand	
The Last Description of the Old Romantic,
Numthong Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand
2003

Still Pictures, Plum Blossoms Gallery, Singapore

	

Recent Paintings, Valentine Willie Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Recent Paintings, Numthong Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand
2002
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 ilent Laughing of Monster, Numthong Gallery, Bangkok,
S
Thailand

Thai Eye, Saatchi Gallery, London, UK
Art of ASEAN, Bank Negara Museum and Gallery,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Dreams, Hope and Perfection, Valentine Willie Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Transparency Happiness, Soka Art Center, Beijing, China

2007

SEMANGAT X: Visual Expressions of Southeast Asian
Identity, Galeri Petronas, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Thai Eye, Bangkok Art and Culture Center (BACC),
Bangkok, Thailand

2009	
Tales of yesterday, today and tomorrow,
Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
2008

Anthropology, The Bangkok Playhouse, Bangkok,
Thailand

2014

2012

Southeast Asian Contemporary Art, Soka Art Centre,
Beijing, China

The Contemporary Graphic Arts by New Artists,
The National Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand

Asian Art Now, Soka Contemporary Space, Taiwan

2003

The Small Prints by 10 Artists, River City Gallery,
Bangkok, Thailand
The 3rd Toshiba Art Competition, Silpakorn
University Art Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand

Present Perfect, Bhirasri Institute of Modern Art,
Bangkok Catalogue, 2002

Developing Time, Tadu Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand
2001

Painted, Valentine Willie Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

Root, Open Art Space, Bangkok, Thailand
2000

Snapshot, Plum Blossoms Gallery, Singapore

1999

The Third Asia - Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art,
Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane, Australia
Alter Ego, The 1st Thai - EU Art Project, The Art Gallery
of The Faculty of Painting, Sculpture and Graphic Arts,
Silpakorn University , Bangkok, Thailand

	
Beacons of Archipelago, Arario Gallery, Cheonan,
South Korea
1998

Portrait, Numthong Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand
The Art Exhibition of Vietnamese - Thai Artist,
Fine Art Museum of Ho Chi Minh City Hanoi
Fine Art University, Hanoi, Viet Nam

Future Pass – From Asia to the World, Today Art Museum,
Beijing, China
Future Pass – From Asia to the World, National Taiwan
Museum of Fine Arts, Taichung, Taiwan

Book, Kurusapa Building, Bangkok. - Bangkok Art
Project 1998, Public Art in Community lives across the
Rattanakosin Island, Bangkok, Thailand

2011 	Future Pass – From Asia to the World, Wereldmuseum,
Rotterdam, Netherlands

Wonderland, G23 Srinakharinwirot University,
Thailand

Spiritual Sense, 2 Artists Exhibition of Prints,
British Council Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand

Overseas, The Gallery of Art and Design,
Silpakorn University, Bangkok, Thailand

The 8th Exhibition of Contemporary Art by Young
Artists, Silpakorn University Art Gallery, Bangkok,
Thailand

	
Fusion Vision, Thai Australian Artistic Connection,
The Gallery of Art and Design, Silpakorn University,
Bangkok, Thailand

Medium at Large, Singapore Art Museum, Singapore

Asia:Looking South, ARNDT, Berlin, Germany

Small Work, Group Show by 3 Artists, The Seven Seas
Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand

	
Next Move, Earl Lu Gallery, Lasalle-Sia College
of the Art, Singapore
2002

The 3rd International Mini Print Triennial 1998,
Lahti, Poland

The 19th International Biennial of Graphic Art 1991,
Ljubijana, Yugoslavia
The Contemporary Art Competition 1991, The
National Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand

	
Portrait, Valentine Willie Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia

Thai Contemporary Exhibition, Valentine Willie Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Future Pass – From Asia to the World Collateral
Event of the 54th International Art Exhibition,
la Biennale di Venezia, Palazzo MangilliValmarana, Venice, Italy

1991

On Paintings, Bangkok University Art Gallery
(Rangsit), Bangkok, Thailand

Time of Others, Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo,
Japan

Clouds, Power of Asian Contemporary Art,
Soka Art Center,798, Beijing, China

Art Thesis Exhibition by the Graduating Class of
the Faculty of Painting, Sculpture and Graphic Arts,
Silpakorn University, Bangkok, Thailand
The Exhibition of Prints, Foyer Gallery, Canberra School
of Art, Australia

ARS 01, Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki,
Finland

THAI TREND from Localism to Internationalism,
Bangkok Art and Culture Center, Bangkok, Thailand

The Exhibition of Prints, Dialogue Gallery, Bangkok,
Thailand

2006	
Signed and Dated, Valentine Willie Fine Art,
Kuala Lumpur , Malaysia
2005

Small Work, An Art Exhibition by 56 Thai Artists,
Silom Art Space, Bangkok, Thailand

Thai Contemporary: Charm and Chasm, Tang Gallery,
Beijing, China

I am Ten, Richard Koh Fine Art, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

2013	
Asian Art Biennale 2013: Everyday Life, National Taiwan
Museum of Fine Arts, Taipei, Taiwan

1992

2007	
Diversity in Print, Singapore Tyler Print Institute,
Singapore

Homage to Landscape Painting, Numthong Gallery,
Bangkok, Thailand

Life Now, 3 Artists Exhibition, Dialogue Gallery,
Bangkok, Thailand
Premio Internationzionale Biella Per l’Incisione 1993,
Biella, Italy

Traces of Siamese Smile/Art, Faith, Politics and Love,
Bangkok Art and Culture Center, Bangkok, Thailand

2000	
Pictorial Statement, Bangkok University Art Gallery,
Bangkok, Thailand

 ptimism is Ridiculous, Gallery Hyundai, Seoul, South
O
Korea

2012	
Illustration of the Crisis, ARNDT Berlin, Germany
2011

 quivalence Second Dialectic, Plum Blossoms Gallery,
E
Singapore
Views and Transference, Numthong Gallery, Bangkok,
Thailand

Optimism is Ridiculous, Megumi Ogita Gallery,
Tokyo, Japan
2013

This is not a Fairy-tale, Contemporary Thai Art
Exhibition, Soka Art Centre, Taipei, Taiwan

Silent Laughing of Monster/Large Scale, The Gallery of Art
and Design, SilpakornUniversity, Bangkok, Thailand

Selected Solo Exhibitions
2017

2008 	Mapping Asia, The Special Project of CIGE 2008,
Beijing, China

1993

The 5th International Biennial Print Exhibition 1991,
ROC Taipei Fine Art Museum, Taiwan
1985
-1990

The Contemporary Art Competition 1990,
The National Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand
The 3rd, 5th Exhibition of Contemporary Art by PTT,
SilpakornUniversity Art Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand
The 3rd, 7th Exhibition of Contemporary Art by
Young Artists, Silpakorn UniversityArt Gallery,
Bangkok, Thailand
The 1st, 2nd Toshiba Art Competition, Silpakorn
University Art Gallery, Bangkok, Thailand
The Male Formy Grafiki, Polska-Lodz’89, Poland
The 2nd, 3rd Youth Art Exhibition of Thailand,
Thailand

Public Collections
Queensland Art Gallery/Gallery of Modern Art, Brisbane,
Australia
Burger Collection, Hong Kong and Switzerland
Singapore Art Museum, Singapore
Lasalle - SIA College of the Arts, Singapore
Fine Art Museum of Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
Canvas Foundation, Amsterdam, Netherlands
The Metropolitan Hotel, Bangkok, Thailand

1997

Conversing Contemporary, Numthong Gallery,
Bangkok, Thailand

1996

Hidden Agenda, Project 304, Bangkok, Thailand

Bangkok University, Bangkok, Thailand

1995

Man and the Forest, A Fundraising Exhibition Benefit
The Northern Development, The Art Center,
The Center of Academic Resources, Chulalongkorn
University, Bangkok, Thailand

British Council, Bangkok, Thailand

Silpakorn University, Bangkok, Thailand

Amorepacific Museum of Art, Osan, South Korea
MAIIAM Contemporary Art Museum, Thailand
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Richard Koh Fine Art has been in operation since 2005 and is regarded as
a pioneer for introducing Southeast Asian contemporary art to Malaysia
and the region. Promoting an adventurous roster of emerging and
established artists, the gallery regularly mounts exhibitions locally and
abroad with a commitment to emerging practices and challenging media.
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